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Dear Kristy,

BDO response to the consultation on 'The Wates Corporate Governance Principles for Large Private
Companies (June 2018)'

We are pleased to have the opportunity to comment on 'The Wates Corporate Governance Principtes
for Large Private Companies (June 2018)'(the Consultation Document).

We welcome the publication of the first corporate governance code aimed specificatty at large private
companies and agree that there should be improvements in transparency and accountabitity in this
area. We also support a principtes-based 'apply and exptain' approach in relation to their corporate
governance reporting. We do, however, have two main concerns:

e Firstly, legistation requiring large companies to disctose corporate governance arrangements and
new voluntary guidance witt not be effective in driving improvement in the corporate governance
of large private companies unless there is an effective monitoring and enforcement system in
place. ln our view, any body that, as a result of recommendations from the independent review of
the FRC ted by Sir John Kingman, is uttimately given powers to monitor the application and
reporting of the corporate governance arrangements adopted by the UK's listed companies shoutd
atso undertake the same role for targe private companies.

Secondty, the Principtes provide no ctear guidance relating to the disclosure of corporate
governance arrangements. ln our view, an important aspect of good governance is transparency of
governance arrangements; this helps inspire trust between a company and its stakeholders. An
absence of guidance on disclosure witt tikety lead to a wide divergence in practice in terms of the
nature and levetof information that is provided by companies adopting the Principtes making it
difficutt for external stakeholders to make informed judgements on a company's corporate
governance arrangements.

Our detailed responses to the questions raised in the Consultation Document are set out in the
appendix to this letter. lf you wish to discuss any aspect of our response, please contact David
lsherwood.

Yours sincerety,

GDo <-LP
BDO LLP
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Appendix: Responses to the questions raised in the Consultation Document

Question l: Do the Principles address the key issues of the corporote governance of targe private
companies? lf not, what is missing?

No, in our view the Principtes do not address the key issues of the corporate governance of large
private companies.

We acknowledge that poor corporate conduct by major businesses, which has disproportionatty and
adversety affected non-sharehotder stakeholder groups, has been a major driving force behind the new
legislation and the Principles. However, we are concerned that the draft Principats do not address the
need for boards atso to consider the views of shareholders.

Whitst the directors of large private companies will often also be major sharehotders, this witt not
always be the case. Even where directors are also major sharehotders, there may still be a sharehotder
minority that does not have formal board representation. ln our view, if a board of directors is to
manage a company for the benefit of its members as a whole, any corporate governance framework
that it might seek to appty should inctude a principle encouraging meaningful engagement with the
company's sharehotders. This shoutd inctude having regard to the wishes of minority sharehotder
groups whose interests are at risk of being overlooked if there is atso a powerful major sharehotder.

Question 2: Are there any oreos in which the Principles need to be more specific?

Yes, there two areas in which we consider the Principtes coutd be more specific:

Disclosure

The Companies (Miscettaneous Reporting) Regutations 2018 introduce a requirement for a company
within its scope to state in its directors' report how the company has apptied any corporate governance
code that it may have adopted or, if no corporate code has been adopted, what corporate governance
arrangements have been adopted. The 'Q&lf pubtishedl by the Department for Business, Energy &
lndustriat Strategy indicates that companies wil[ be expected to provide 'sufficient information to
ensure that their corporate governance arrangements are explained' and goes on to state that if a
company chooses to adopt the Wates Principtes then they woutd expect a '...short supporting statement
for each principte...'. The Principtes themsetves, however, provide no ctear guidance retating to the
nature and level of detait that might be considered best practice in respect of the disclosure of
governance arrangements.

Whitst we accept the need for proportionate application, we woutd consider it hetpfut if the Principtes
set some expectations regarding disclosure. ln our view, an important aspect of good governance is
transparency of governance arrangements; this hetps inspire trust between a company and its
stakehotders. An absence of guidance on disclosure witl tikety tead to a wide divergence in practice in
terms of the nature and level of information that is provided by companies adopting the Principtes
making it difficutt for external stakehotders to make informed judgements on a company's corporate
governance arrangements.

thttps://assets.pubtishing.service.gov.uk/government/uptoads/system/uptoads/attachment_data/fite/7157401cor
porate- governance-company- reporting-faq. pdf
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Guidance for consideration

The 'guidance for consideration' sections that foltow the Principtes exptain the importance of the
principle they fottow; they provide tittle in the way of practical guidance on how a company might
appty the principles. ln our view, companies seeking to appty the Wates Corporate Governance
Principtes woutd benefit significantty from practical guidance on how that might be achieved.

The concept of a business model is used in the 'guidance for consideration'in both principtes one and
four. This makes it difficutt to understand in what ways these two principtes are intended to differ.
Whitst it is inevitabte that the concepts embodied in the principtes will overtap to an extent, where
this is the case, it is important that the accompanying guidance ctearly describes how the principtes
differ.

Finatty, we also found some of the guidance for consideration repetitions or unnecessarity wordy.

Question 3: Do the Principles and guidance take sufficient account of the various ownership
structures of private companies, and the role of the board, shareholders and senior monagement
in these structures? lf not, how would you revise them?

Yes, in our view, the Principles do take sufficient account of the various ownership structures of private
companies, and the rote of the board, shareholders and senior management in these structures.

Whitst the Principtes and guidance have been drafted in language that reftects a more traditionat
ownership structure, the principtes-based, high-tevel approach adopted by them witt be easy to appty
in a range of less common circumstances. ln our view, attempting to address multipte ownership and
management structures in these voluntary Principles woutd give rise to unnecessary comptexity.

Question 4: Do the Principles give key shareholders sufficient visibility of remuneration
structures in order to assess how workforce poy ond conditions have been taken account in
setting di rectors' remuneration?

As elaborated upon further in our response to question two above, the Principtes provide no clear
guidance relating to the reoortinq on corporate governance arrangements. ln consequence, they
cannot be retied upon to ensure that companies give key sharehotders sufficient visibitity of
remuneration structures. lf this is an objective of the Principtes, then they must include an expticit
disctosure requirement.

Question 5: Should the draft Principles be more explicit in asking companies to detoil how their
stakeholder engagement has influenced decision-making at board level?

ln our view, this aspect of disctosure wilt be covered by the recently introduced "section 172
Statement", guidance on which has been included in the FRC's recently revised Guidance on the
Strategic Report. On this basis, we do not think the draft Principtes should be more explicit in asking
companies to detaiI how their stakeholder engagement has inftuenced decision-making at board levet;
they should confine themselves to the nature of the corporate governance arrangements adopted by a
company and the disclosure of them.
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Question 6: Do the Principles enable sufficient visibility of a board's approach to stakeholder
engagement?

As noted in our response to question two above, and as etaborated upon further in our response to
question nine betow, the Principles provide no clear guidance retating to the reDortinq on corporate
governance arrangements. ln consequence, they cannot be retied upon enable sufficient visibitity of a
board's approach to stakehotder engagement. lf this is an objective of the Principtes, then they must
inctude an explicit disclosure requirement.

Question 7: Do you agree with an'apply and explain' approach to reporting against the
Principles? lf not, whot is a more suitable method of reporting?

Yes, we agree with the 'appty and explain' approach adopted by the Principtes. ln our view, this
approach is criticat in ensuring that the Principles are capabte of being apptied to a range of
companies, both large and small. We note that this approach is adopted by the Quoted Companies'
Altiance's (QCA) Corporate Governance Code, which has also been drafted with a view to atlowing it to
be apptied in companies occupying a wide range of stages of devetopment and comptexity.

A'comply or explain' approach, as adopted by the FRC's UK Corporate Governance Code, woutd require
the Principles to be supplemented by a tist of explicit list of expectations retating to structure and
process (ie "Provisions") against which compliance might be assessed. This would add considerably to
the volume of material that is inctuded in the Principles, increase their complexity, encourage a tick-
box approach and, as the Principtes have been principally drafted with a larger company in mind, deter
smatter companies from adopting them.

A simple 'statement of compliance' approach would require the Principles to comprise a ridged set of
expectations that must be apptied which would, again, increase their comptexity, encourage a tick-box
approach and deter smatler companies from adopting them.

Question 8: The Principles and the guidance are designed to improve corporate governance
practice in large private companies. Whot approoch to the monitoring of the applicotion of the
Principles and guidance would encouroge good practice?

ln our view, tegislation requiring targe companies to disctose corporate governance arrangements and
new voluntary guidance witl not be effective in driving improvement in the corporate governance of
large private companies unless there is an effective monitoring and enforcement system in place.
However, such a system is not currentty in ptace for any category of entities; Pubtic lnterest Entities,
other listed companies or large private companies. This is an issue that is the subject of significant
debate in retation to the FRC's UK Corporate Governance Code in the tisted company arena and not one
that we consider retevant to the devetopment of the Principles themsetves.

The above point notwithstanding, however, we note that the remit of the FRC's Corporate Reporting
Review powers and activities covers both listed and targe private companies. ln a similar way, it is our
view that any body that is ultimatety given powers to monitor of the apptication and reporting of the
corporate governance arrangements adopted by the UK's listed companies should atso undertake the
same role for large private companies. The identity and powers of that body can onty be determined
by Government and witt be significantly influenced by the outcome of the independent review of the
FRC ted by Sir John Kingman.
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Question 9: Do you think that the correct bolance has been struck by the Principles between
reporting on corporote governance orrangements for unlisted versus publicly listed companies?

As noted in our response to question two above, unlike the QCAs Corporate Governance Code and the
FRC's UK Corporate Governance Code and its associated guidance, the Principles provide no ctear
guidance retating to the reDortinq on corporate governance arrangements. The only indication of
expectations relating to the pubtic disctosure of corporate governance arrangements in unlisted
companies is in the Large and Medium-sized Companies and Groups (Accounts and Reports)
Regulations 2008, as amended. As the new legislation and the Principles have been introduced in
order to address the criticism in relation to the lack of transparency and accountabitity in some large
private companies, in our view the Principtes could do more in terms of encouraging this transparency.

Question 10: We welcome any commentary on relevant issues not raised in the questions above,

We have four additional comments on the Principtes in addition to those made above:

Extent of the Wates Corporate Governance Principles for Larger Private Companies

It is not ctear what information from the consultation document witt be inctuded within the final
Principtes. As an exampte, there is a discussion on page five of the Consultation Document in retation
to the application of the Principtes using an 'apply and explain' approach. This provides an example of
how a company coutd apply and explain principle three but it is unctear whether this be inctuded in the
final document. ln our view, the Principtes woutd be enhanced with some preamble such as this.

Code vs Principles

We note that the tegislation refers to the term 'code' of corporate governance whereas the
Consuttation Document is described as a set of 'principles'. As it is intended that the Wates Corporate
Governance Principtes for Large Private Companies are intended to represent a code for the purposes,
we would consider it ctearer to refer to the document as the Wates Code of Corporate Governance for
Larger Private Companies.

Principle five

ln our view, the guidance for consideration section of principle six shoutd acknowtedge the fact that, in
some private businesses, there witt be a tack of clear distinction between remuneration and investment
returns for some director/shareholders. ln some cases, the batance between the two wilt be
inftuenced by tax considerations. This witt inevitabty affect the balance between the remuneration of
directors and senior management and the wider workforce.

Principle six

Whitst we absolutety agree that, for a business to be sustainabte in the longer-term, it must create and
sustain tong-term value for a variety of stakehotders, we do not consider it necessarity the case that it
is the responsibitity of a larger company to create and sustain tong-term value for a variety of
stakehotders. There are circumstances when a well-run company either may wish, or be forced, to
take a shorter-term view.

BDO
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